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Introduction

In the period from 30 January till 24 May 2006 I was having my internship at DAF
Eindhoven at the Engine Performance department (POM). DAF produces and 
develops trucks. The engine performance department is a part of the engine 
development, as it said; this department takes care of the performance of the 
engine like emissions, fuel consumption and reliability.

My assignment was to:
Create a document which describes the software and calibration maps, related to 
performance qualities, which are used in a new engine which is still in 
development

The objectives of DAF with this document are:
 Having an introduction into the emission and performance control system 

of that new engine. This is to the benefit of educating new employees in 
this field of work

 Having a document with an overview of all emission and performance 
related software modules, functionalities and calibration for the purpose 
of communication and troubleshooting during a field trial

 Having a document which should be the basis of the so-called “Auxiliary 
Emission Control Device” descriptions (AECD) which has to be 
documented by DAF and forwarded to several institutes for certification 
of the engine.

 Having a document which can be used for a calibration design review

Because of the confidentiality of the software and calibration document this 
report contains only the experience of my internship and does not pay attention 
to the relevant information from that document. When necessary; this software 
and calibration document is achieved at DAF as report number: 51400/06-383 
and 51400/06-384.
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Approach

To get a little insight in the different theories and methods which are used to 
control the engine; first a short literature study was carried out. This literature 
study could also be useful for describing the different calibration maps which are 
used in the software. 
Next the software parts related to the performance of the engine, which has to be 
described, has to be selected from the documents performed by Delphi; the 
company which creates the engine software. These documents contain 
overviews of the engine software and the requirements which are used. These 
software overviews and the requirements are used to create the description of 
the software. 
In the software models is made use of calibration maps. These maps contain 
values depending on one or two other parameters which can change during 
running the engine like engine speed, fuel value, etc. All these calibration maps 
are located a CSV-file which is used in the Electronic Control Unit (ECU) of the 
engine. This control unit sends signals to the different actuators to control the 
engine. To select only the engine performance related calibration maps; a 
resisting Matlab tool was expanded. This Matlab file takes the engine 
performance related maps and axes from the CSV-file, makes a plot of it and 
transport this plot to a Word document. These performance related maps needs 
to be added to an Excel file which is read by that Matlab file. After running this 
tool, a document is available with all the engine performance related calibration 
maps. To do it this way makes sure that it is easy to keep the document with 
calibration maps up to date. This is a demand from DAF because the engine is 
still in the development phase and the software and calibration maps are still 
adapted. The description of the calibration maps is made using the information 
from the literature study and also from interviews with people who have done 
those calibrations.

So briefly the approach of this problem can be reduced to:
 Literature study 
 Determine the performance related software modules
 Describe the performance related software modules
 Expand a Matlab software tool which is used to plot the calibration maps 

out of a CSV-file
 Describe the surface of the calibration maps
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Results - Example
This paragraph contains a description of a software module which is used for 
emission control. The following part gives an example of a part of the software 
description.

Figure 1: Software overview of the Smoke Fuel Limiting

In the figure above; a software overview level can be seen of the software part 
‘Smoke Fuel Limiting’. The aim of the ‘Smoke fuel Limiting’ function is to prevent 
the engine from black smoke, by imposing a fuel limit during a transient as 
function of the boost pressure. A transient can be explained by hand of the 
following figure.

Figure 2: Schematic representation of a transient
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In figure 2, the lower dot represents the engine load point before the transient. 
The upper dot represents the engine load point demanded by the driver during 
the transient. At first, the driver is operating the engine on relatively low fuel (low 
torque), accompanied by a relatively low engine air mass flow (AMF). Then, the 
accelerator pedal is depressed to increase speed. The fuel amount demanded by 
the new accelerator position, defined as Fuel Demand, is shown by the upper dot 
in figure 2. If this fuel amount was injected in a steady state situation, the engine 
would operate with a relatively high engine mass flow. However, because of the 
turbo-lag the real-time mass flow lags the final desired steady state AMF. The 
difference between the air mass flows, which decreases during the transient, 
quantifies the transient magnitude.

A software level in the Smoke fuel limiting function is the ‘Smoke Fuel Limiting 
Calculation’ function which can be seen in figure 1. This function calculates an 
amount of fuel depending on several parameters. The maximum fuel amount 
during transients (SFL_Smoke_fuel_limit) is based on the available (temperature 
corrected) boost pressure (SFL_comp_air_pres), engine speed (Engine_speed) 
and the cold factor (ADV_Cool_air_temp_factor). This cold factor is a factor, 
determined in another software module, which indicates, in a scale from 0 to 
100%, the temperature of the engine (100% means a ‘cold’ engine).  Practically, 
the corrected boost pressure is a measure for the engine mass flow and hence 
the resulting air / fuel ratio. 

The maximum fuel amount (SFL_Smoke_fuel_limit) is determined using the cold 
engine factor which takes an according percentage of a ‘warm engine’ fuel limit 
and a ‘cold engine’ fuel limit. These parts of the SFL for a ‘warm’ engine and a 
‘cold’ engine are added together and after limiting this value the final fuel limit 
according to smoke is get (SFL_Smoke_fuel_limit).

The ‘warm’ fuel limit (SFL_Warm_air_temp_fuel_limit) is calculated the following 
way: The corrected boost pressure is determined by a multiplication of a manifold 
air temperature (AIR_temp.value) based factor (map: 
SFL_AIR_P_TEMP_COMP_MPV) and the measured boost pressure 
(Air_pres_filtered).  This correction is done to compensate the boost pressure for 
temperature; i.e. the boost pressure is normalised to a reference temperature. 
This calculation for the maximum fuel, based on boost pressure, is only done 
when the flag ‘F_SFL_AMF_APV’ is false. That signifies that SFL calculations 
are based on boost pressure. In this way the corrected boost pressure and the 
engine speed are the inputs for a map (SFL_AIR_P_DATA_MPV) which gives 
the maximum allowable fuel value according boost pressure. Otherwise, when 
the flag F_SFL_AMF_APV is set, the calculated maximum fuel is based on the 
air mass flow (AMF_Corrected = calculated AMF_Engine_flow). This AMF, 
together with the engine speed (Engine_speed), are the inputs for a calibrated 
map (SFL_AIR_M_MPV) which leads to a maximum fuel amount without 
producing black smoke.
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The ‘cold’ fuel limit (SFL_Cool_air_temp_fuel_limit) is determined using the map 
‘SFL_COLD_DATA_MPV’ with inputs engine speed and the temperature 
compensated air pressure. 
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Conclusion 

During my internship I learned a lot about engine control software and engine 
control itself. I had the opportunity to look around and experienced the different 
steps in the development process of an engine.

A complete documentation and calibration document was created which was 
wanted by many people. Also the documentation was adapted to the latest 
development phase in a ‘new’ document. The calibration part could not be 
implemented yet because of the fact that not all calibration maps are completely 
filled yet at that time.  


